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The
RICIS
Concept
a_
The University of Houston-Clear Lake established the Research Institute for
Computing and Information systems in 1986 to encourage NASA Johnson Space
Center and local industry to actively support research in the computing and
information sciences. As part of this endeavor, UH-Clear Lake proposed a
partnership with JSC tojointly define and manage an integrated program of research
in advanced data processing technology needed for JSC's main missions, including
administrativel engineering and science responsibilities. JSC agreed and entered into
a three-year cooperative agreement with UH-Clear Lake beginning in May, 1986, to "
jointly plan and execute such research through RICIS. Additionally, under
Cooperative Agreement NCC 9-16, computing and educational facilities are shared
by the two institutions to conduct the research.
The mission of RICIS is to conduct, coordinate and disseminate research on
computing and information systems among researchers, sponsors and users from
UH-Clear Lake, NASA/JSC, and other research organizations. Within UH-Clear _
Lake, the mission is being implemented through interdisciplinary involvement of
faculty and students from each of the four schools: Business, Education, Human _'_
Sciences and Humanities, and Natural and Applied Sciences.
Other research organizations are involved via the "gateway" concept. UH-Clear
Lake establishes relationships with other universities and research organizations, =A:
having common research interests, to provide additional sources of expertise to "
conduct needed research.
A major role of RICIS is to find the best match of sponsors, researchers and
research objectives to advance knowledge in the computing and information
sciences. Working jointly with NASA/JSC, RICIS advises on research needs, '-_
recommends principals for conducting the research, provides technical and
administrative support to coordinate the research, and integrates technical results
into the cooperative goals of UH-Clear Lake and NASA/JSC.
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This research was conducted under the auspices of the Research Institute for
Computing and Information Systems by Dr. Peter C. Bishop, Dr. Glenn B.
Freedman, Dr. Christopher J. Dede, professors at the University of Houston-Clear
Lake and William Lidwell, and David Learned, research assistants at UHCL. Dr.
Glenn Freedman, Director of the Software Engineering Professional Education
Center at UHCL, served as RICIS research representative.
Funding has been provided by Human Resources Office, NASA/JSC through
Cooperative Agreement NCC 9-16 between NASA Johnson Space Center and the
University of Houston-Clear Lake. The NASA technical monitor for this activity was
Glen Van Zandt, of the Human Resources Development Branch, Human Resources
Office, NASA/JSC.
The views and conclusions contained in this report are those of the author and
should not be interpreted as representative of the official policies, either express or
implied, of NASA or the United States Government.
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Glossary of Project Management Terms
Activity: an element of the work entailed on the project;
an actual job or task.
Activity-on-arrow: A critical path diagramming technique in
which activities and their sequences are represented by arrows
with a node at each end. The tail of the arrow represents the
beginning of the activity; the head represents the finish.
Activity-on-node: A critical path diagramming technique in
which activities are graphically represented by boxes (or nodes).
Arrows connecting the nodes show the sequence in which the
activities are performed. The arrows are called precedences.
Actual cost of work performed (ACWP): The costs incurred
and recorded in accomplishing the work performed within a
particular time period.
Allocation: Designation of the number of hours or percent
effort a resource is to work on a specific task.
Assignment:
specific task.
The assigning of a resource to work on a
Bar chart: A graphical representation displaying all
activities as horizontal bars extending along project timelines.
Also called Gantt charts, bar charts are very basic to project
management software because they graphically depict the project
schedule, indicating when activities begin and how long they
last.
Baseline plan: A schedule and budget against which future
project performance can be measured.
Budgeted cost for work performed (BCWP): The budgeted cost
of all the work actually accomplished during any given time
period.
Budgeted cost for work schedule (BCWS): Another name for
the time-phased budget against which performance is measured for
the project and for the individual cost account.
CAPM: Computer-aided project management.
Cost Variance: The numerical difference between the budget
and the actual Cost of the work already performed; similar to
schedule variance.
Critical path: The sequence of project activities that
determine how much time is necessary to successfully complete a
project. Any task on the critical path may not be delayed
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without impacting the project's completion time.
Critical Path Method (CPM): a project management principle
that leads the user through the scheduling process with the
emphasis on time and how each task corresponds with the deadline.
Critical task: A task which has no float time, and any
delay results in a delay in the finish of the project.
Deadline: refers to the final date by which a project is
scheduled to be completed.
Dependency: The timing relationship between two tasks.
example, one task must end before the other one can begin.
For
Duration: The amount of time required to complete a task;
in most programs, task duration is expressed in terms of hours,
days, or weeks.
Earliest start time:
can begin.
The earliest possible time an activity
Earned-value-based performance measurement: A method of
measuring project performance which integrates cost and schedule.
Simply, it compares the scheduled amount of work with what
actually happened (to determine if the project is on schedule),
and the scheduled budget with the actual cost (to determine if
the project is over or under budget).
Estimate at completion: A summation of the project's actual
cost plus the estimate of costs for the remaining work.
Estimate to complete: A forecast of future project
performance based on actual experience to date. The figure is
arrived at by estimating the amount of work left to be performed
and then estimating the amount of time and other costs needed to
finish the job based on experience performing similar work on the
project.
Event: The start or finish of one or more activities; it is
a single point in time.
Finish-to-finish (FF): A dependency relationship in which
the end of the successor is determined by a specified time from
the end of the predecessor.
Finish-to-start (FS): A dependency relationship in which
the start of the successor is determined by a specified from the
end of the predecessor.
Float: The amount of time an activity can be delayed
without affecting its completion time. It can also include the
amount of time an activity's duration can be lengthened. (Zero
float time implies that the activity has no room for delay.)
w
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Free float: Generally, the number of Workdays a task can be
delayed before delaying another task.
Gantt chart: A graphic representation of task schedules
along a timeline. It shows the duration of each task according
to dates and status.
Histogram: A graph with vertical bars Usually indicating
quantities or costs of resources used for specific time elements.
For example, a histogram could show volume of concrete used per
month in a parking lot construction project.
Latest finish time:
event.
The latest event time of the head
Leveling: The process of resolving resource conflicts.
Leveling "staggers" tasks to bring the workload within the
workday limit. The process generally uses priority and float as
criteria in deciding which to delay.
Link: A connection between two tasks.
Milestone: A marker or key point that represents the
completion of a significant goal. Usually, milestones are
visually distinctive in reports and bar charts, so that they are
easily seen. _ ............. .......
Network: The model used to represent the project,s work
plan. It consists of activities, precedences and other activity-
related information such as resources and costs.
Network analysis: Analysis of the network revealing the
project's earliest and latest start and finish dates.
Optimistic duration: The shortest anticipated duration for
the completion of a task.
Performance measurement baseline: The time-phased budget
plan against which contract performance is measured. It is
formed by the budgets assigned to s_heduied-c0st accounts and the
applicable indirect budgets.
PERT: (Program evaluation and review technique.) A project
management techn[_ for determinlng how iong a project will take
to complete based on the statistical analysis of each activity's
probable duration: optimistic, pessimistic and most likely.
PERT chart: A visual representation of a project as a
series of linked tasks.
Pesslmistic durati0n_(Pess): The longest anticipated
duration for the completion of a task.
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PM: Project management.
Precedence: Precedences represent the sequential
relationships between the activities in the project.
Predecessor:
tasks.
The earlier task in a dependency between two
Project: A task or problem composed of a finite number of
activities and events with a definite start and finish.
Rate: The hourly pay rate of the resource.
Resource: A piece of equipment, an employee, a department,
a consultant, or any other entity assigned to a task.
Resource histogram: A graph indicating the quantity of
resources allocated during the course of the project. By using
the graph one can determine when varying amounts of labor and
supplies will be necessary for the project's completion.
Resource leveling: The process of resolving resource
conflicts by delaying tasks.
Schedule variance: As a project runs its course, it is
possible to deviate from the schedule. The numerical difference
between the budget of the work actually performed and the budget
of the work scheduled to be performed during a specific time
period is the schedule variance.
Scheduling: An analysis of the various start and finish
dates for critical and non-critical activities in order to
produce a time table for the project.
Scheduling constraint: Constraints are dates imposed on the
network and any of its activities to simulate the influence of
outside events upon the network. For example, assigning a date
when the project must be completed is a constraint.
Start-to-start (SS): A dependency relationship in which the
start of the successor is determined by a specified time from the
start of the predecessor.
Subproject:
project.
A project that is also a part of another
successor:
tasks.
The later task in a dependency between two
Task:
project.
An activity or function that is a building block of a
Triple constraint: Time, cost and performance.
wWork breakdown structure: A hierarchical tree of major
project areas which reduces the project into smaller more
detailed levels of work.
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Project Management software at NASA Centers
SUPPORTED USED AVAILABLE g
IBM Compatible
m
1 ......... SuperProject Expert
2 ........... Microsoft Project
3 .................... Timeline
4 ................... Viewpoint
5...Primavera Project Planner
6 ......... Quick Schedule Plus
7 ................. Harvard TPM
8 ........... Project workbench
9 ......... Project Scheduler 4
I0 ............... SSP's PROMIS
Macintosh Compatible
11 .............. MacProject II
12 ............... Micro Planner
13 .................. FastTrack
2
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Comments: * Data collected by phone interview with "Help"
personnel from all I0 NASA centers.
* Software names in Bold represent software reviewed
for this module_: _ + =
m
g
wSample of the Use of Project Management Software at
Johnson Space Center
The following diagram is a summary of phone interviews with
Johnson Space Center personnel who acquired project management
software as indicated by a list provided by the Product
Demonstration Facility at Johnson Space Center.
Calls initiated
IBM Compatible
(Super Project Expert)
Macintosh Compatible
(MacProject II)
44 33
Individuals contacted 27 26
Actually Used 14 12
Projects currently in progress II 10
Able to provide sample project 9 i0
(w
Frequency Histogram of CAPM Packages by Title Reference
-- PC Compatible --
(Microcomputer Index 1987 - Present)
(Business Software Database 1987 - Present)
Package Name
1 .................... Timeline
2 ................... InstaPlan
3 ................... Viewpoint
4...Primavera Project Planner
5 ........ Qwiknet Professional
6 ........ Harvard Total PM II
7 ......... SuperProject Expert
8 ........... Microsoft Project
9 ..... Harvard Project Manager
10.Advanced Project Workbench
ii ......... Pertmaster Advance
12 .................. Open Plan
13 .............. Micro Planner
14 ..................... PROMIS
15 .......... SuperProject Plus
16 .................... Artemis
17 ................... Plantrac
18...Who/What/When Enterprise
19 ........ Project Scheduler 4
20 ..................... SYZYGY
21 ..... Timesheet Professional
22 .......... Pro Path Plus PMS
23 .................... Skyline
24 .... Topdown Project Planner
25 .................. Timepiece
26 ..................... PMS-II
27 ............ Project Outlook
28.Standard Project Workbench
29 ........ Eyerybody's Planner
5 I0 15 20
> I I I I
I I I I
**********************
***********
**********
********
******
******
*
<
COMMENTS:
--Revision numbers for software packages were not
considered.
--Only "review" references were considered.
--Each asterisk (*) signifies one reference.
--The above software was written for, or is
compatible with, the IBM P/C.
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Frequency Histogram of CAPM Packages by Title Reference
-- Macintosh --
(Microcomputer Index 1987 - Present)
(Business Software Database 1987 - Present)
Package Name
5 i0 15 20
> 1 I I I
I I I I
1 ............... MacProject II ********
2 ................. MacSchedule **
3 ............... Micro Planner **
4 ................ Think'n Time *
5 ........................ More *
6 ..... AEC Information Manager *
7 .......... FastTrack Schedule *
8 ....... Business Plan Toolkit *
COMMENTS:
--Revision numbers for software packages were not
considered.
--Only "review" references were considered.
--Each asterisk (*)_signifies one reference.
--The above software was written for/compatible with
the Apple Macintosh.
1989 CAPMPackages
(DataPro Reports - June, 1989)
Package Name
1 ............................ Time Line
2 ........... Advanced Project Workbench
3 ........................... Pertmaster
4 ................... Pertmaster Advance
5 ............................. Protracs
6 ............................ Milestone
7 .................. Advanced Pro-Path 6
8 ....... Primavera Project Planner (P3)
9 ................ Micro Planner MP 4000
10 ................ Micro Planner MP 2000
Ii ................. Quiknet Professional
12 ............................ ViewPoint
13 .............................. Qwiknet
14 ............................. Plantrac
15 ............................... PMS-II
16 ...................... Project Outlook
17...Project Workbench--Standard System
18 ............................... PROMIS
19 ............................ PAC MICRO
20 ............... Critical Path Schedule
21 .......................... Finest Hour
22 ........................ .... Open Plan
23 .... Artemis Project Management System
24 ..................... AMS Time Machine
25 ............................ Microtrac
26.Critical Path Project Management-M2M
27 .................. Everybody's Planner
28 .............. Harvard Project Manager
29 ................. Micro Planner MP 500
30 .................... Microsoft Project
31 ........................ Pro-Path Plus
32 .................. Project Scheduler 4
33 .............................. Skyline
34 ................ SuperProject Expert/2
35 .................. SuperProject Expert
36 .................... SuperProject Plus
37 ............................ Time Line
Version
(2.0)
(3.o)
m
m
u
m
(3.2)
w
(3.0)
w
w
(2.0)
w
(3.0)
w
(3.o)
w
w
w
w
(3.0)
w
w
(1.1)
(3.0)
(3.o)
Number
of Users
i00,000
45,000+
15,000
15,000
15,000
13,000
i0,000
6,700
5,000
5,000
4,200
3,500
3,000
2,800
2,000+
2,000
2,000
2,000
1,500
1,500
1,500
1,000+
900+
500+
500+
240
U
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--Comments: Dashes represent: Version
# Users
Column - unchanged
Column - unavailable
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Mid-Range CAPMs Revleved (PC}
Time Line (3.01)
Symantec Corp.
505 B San Marin Drive
Novato, CA 94945
(800) 441-7234
* Price: $595
* Minimum system requirements:
disk.
MS/PC DOS 2.0; 640k RAM; hard
* Maximum capabilities: 1,000 tasks per project; 300 resources
per project; 24 resources per task.
* Comments: Most often reviewed and highest number of users
(according to DataPro). Straightforward operation with good
functionality. Optional graphics package ($195).
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SuperProject Expert (I.10A)
Computer Associates International, Inc.
1240 Mckay Drive
San Jose, CA 95131
(800) 531-5236
I
I
* Price: $695
* Minimum system requirements:
drives.
MS/PC DOS 2.1; 512k RAM; 2 floppy
* Maximum capabilities: 1,560 tasks per project; memory limited
number of resources per project; memory limited resources per
task.
* Comments: Most often used at NASA. Difficult to learn.
Excellent functionality for mid-range tool.
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\Project Scheduler 4 (1.5)
Scitor Corp.
393 Vintage Park Drive
Suite 140
Foster City, CA 94404
(415) 570-7700
* Price: $685
* Minimum system requirements: MS/PC DOS 2.0; 512k RAM; hard
disk; mouse; graphics adapter required.
* Maximum capabilities: 1,500 tasks per project; 500 resources
per project; unlimited resources per task.
* comments:
interface.
New package with good reviews.
Lacks some features.
Excellent graphical
iHigh-End CAPMs Reviewed {PC} U
Primavera Project Planner (3.1)
Primavera Systems Inc.
2 Bala Plaza
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004
(215) 667-8600
* Price: $2,500
* Minimum system requirements: MS/PC DOS 3.0; 512k RAM
(640k RAM recommended); hard disk.
* Maximum capabilities: 10000 tasks per project; unlimited
resources per project; unlimited resources per task.
* Comments: Primavision graphics package is optional ($1,500).
m
m
l
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I
viewpoint (3.I)
Computer Aided Management Inc.
1318 Redwood Way
Suite 210
Petaluma, CA 94952
(800) 635-5621
n
u
l
* Price: $1,995
* Minimum system requirements: MS/PC DOS 2.0; 512k RAM.
* Maximum capabilitios: 32,000 tasks per project; 32,000
resources per project; 32,000 resources per task.
* Comments: Viewpoint graphics package is optional ($995).
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Low-End CAPMs Reviewed {PC}
Quick Schedule Plus
Channelmark Corporation
2929 Campus Drive
San Mateo, CA 94403
(415) 345-5900
* Price: $69.95
* Minimum system requirements: MS/PC DOS 2.0; 256k RAM.
* Maximum capabilities: 500 tasks per project.
* Comments: Basic Gantt-maker; Longitudinal printout capability.
Protracs (4.3)
Applied MicroSystems, Inc.
P.O. Box 832
Roswell, GA 30077
(404) 475-0832
w
* Price: $79.95
* Minimum system requirements: MS/PC DOS 2.0; 512k RAM.
* Maximum capabilities: 2,000 tasks per project.
* Comments: Basic Gantt-maker.
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Macintosh CAPMs Reviewed
c_
MacProject II (2.2)
Claris Corporation
5201 Patrick Henry Drive
Box 58168
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8168
(408) 987-7000
* Price: $499
* Minimum system requirements: Macintosh Plus or later.
* Maximum capabilities: 500 tasks per project; 800 resources
per project; 8 resources per task.
* comments: Higher level Mac tool; Most often reviewed and
highest number of users at NASA.
MicroPlanner (6.0)
Micro Planning International
235 Montgomer Street
Suite 840
San Francisco, CA 94104
(415) 788-3324
w
* Price: $595
* Minimum System requirements: Macintosh Plus or later.
* Maximum capabilities: 500 tasks per project; 26 resources
per project; 20 resources per task.
* Comments: Higher level Mac tool; "...choice of corporate
America." (MACUSER, October 1989)
i
C_
FastTrack Schedule (1.02)
AEC Management Systems, Inc.
20524 Amethyst Lane
Germantown, MD 20874
(301) 428-3694
* Price: $195
* Minimum system requirements: Macintosh Plus or later.
* Maximum capabilities: 32,000 tasks per project.
* Comments: Lower level Mac PM tool; Primarily a Gantt-maker.
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PC Tools for Project Management
Overall Mid-Range Features
UNIQUE
QUALITIES
POTENTIAL
PROBLEMS
TIMELINE
SUPER
PROJECT
EXPERT
Straight-forward
Insert/copy
Global roll-up/down
Costs assigned to tasks
EVA statistics ,, _
Automatic WBS
Resources on outline
Subprojects
Complete Boolean
filtering
Forms entry
Resource info not on
outline
Poor consistency and
documentation
Few menus on sub-items
Few tracking defaults
Little control over
screen or reports
r
PROJECT
SCHEDULER
4
Graphical interface
Enter tasks and links on
PERT
Multiple active windows
Separate resource tables
are often not consistent
with project
No file maintenance
routines
No outline feature
v
V
IBM Comparison - 6
w
rimeline
,_
Demonstration--
Schedule Name : NASA Project Management Toois .......
Responsible : P Bishop, UHCL/RICIS
As-of Date : 5-Apr-90 Schedule File:- A:_PM_frL3-_BASELINE
90
Duratn End Apr
task Name WBS (Days) Date 2 9 16 23 30
May
7 14
Review project obj 1.0 2
Establish tasks 2.0 23
List tasks 2.1 3
Subordinate tas 2.2 1
Develop WBS 2.3 1
Schedule tasks 3.0 8
Establish proje 3.1 0.5
Assign duration 3.2 2
Establish miles 3.3 1
Link tasks 3.4 2
Calculate sched 3.5 0
Move slack/floa 3.6 3
Calculate sched 3.7 0
Adjust schedule 3.8 2
Assign resources 4.0 18
List resources 4.1 2
Establish resou 4.2 0
Allocate resour 4.3 4
Calculate sched 4.4 0
Adjust oversche 4.5 2
Level resources 4.6 0
Adjust schedule 4.7 2
Measure costs 5.0 19
Assign resource 5.1 2
Assign other co 5.2 2
Calculate overa 5.3 0
Adjust sched & 5.4 3
Review plan 6.0 3
Baseline the plan 7.0 0
Produce planning r 8.0 4
Work 9.0 180
Begin work 0
Track progress 9.0 90
Produce progres !0.0 80
End work 0
Deliver i0.0 0
6-Apr-90
9-May-90
ll-Apr-90
12-Apr-90
9-May-90
24-Apr-90
13-Apr-90
16-Apr-90
17-Apr-90
16-Apr-90
18-Apr-90
20-Apr-90
23-Apr-90
24-Apr-90
30-Apr-90
6-Apr-90
18 -Apr- 90
17-Apr-90
18-Apr-90
19-Apr-90
20-Apr-90
30-Apr-90
3-May-90
10-Apr-90
26-Apr-90
27-Apr-90
3-May-90
8-May-90
XX
#######################
xxx
X
########
X--
XX-
X
XX-
.M
.XXX
.M
.XX
##################
XX
M
XXXX
M
XX
M-
###################
XX-
......... XX
****ee,eeM
...XXX
...XXX
X
10-May-90 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>M
15-May-90 .... XXXX---
29-Jan-91 #######
10-May-90 .... M
l-Oct-90
29-Jan-91
2-Oct-90
2-Oct-90
w
U
w
I
U
m
w
IF"
n
KXXXX Detail Task
xxXXX (Started)
XXX-- (Slack)
##### Summary Task M Miiestone
==### (Started) >>> Conflict
###-- (Slack) ..XXX Resource delay
Scale: 1 day per character
TIME LINE Gantt Chart Report, Strip 1
Timeline - I
V
_uper Project Expert Demonstration
_'int Screen
OUTLINE
Project: BASELINE.PJ
-Heading/Task Resource
_ASELINE.PJ
Review proj objt
Client
Manager
Establish tasks
List tasks
Manager
Scheduler
_ Subordinat tasks
Scheduler
Develop WBS
_Schedule tasks
Est proj calndar
Scheduler
' Assign durations
Scheduler
WBS
Code
00.0
01.0
02.0
02.1
02.2
02.3
03.0 Jj
03.1
03.2
173
2
2
2
7
3
Dur i Schd
t Start
03-30-90
03-30-90
03-30-90
03-30-90
04-03-90
04-03-90
3 04-03-90
3 04-03-90
1 04-10-90
1 04-10-90
1 04-10-90
14 03-30-90
4h 03-30-90
4h 03-30-90
2 04-06-90
2 04-06-90
i Schd
I Finish
< 09-19-90
04-02-90
04-02-90
04-02-90
04-11-90
04-05-90
04-05-90
04-05-90
04-10-90
04-10-90
04-11-90
04-18-90
03-30-90
03-30-90
04-09-90
04-09-90
v
_int Screen
GANTT
Project: BASELINE.PJ
+
1 Day Per Symbol
_D Heading/Task Resource
-_i
_01
n01
_02
0O3
_03
!404
OO4
- _05
i_06
q07
O8
708
BASELINE.PJ
Review proj objt
Client
Manager
Establish tasks
List tasks
Manager
Scheduler
Subordinat tasks
Scheduler
Develop WBS
April 90 'MayI
02 09 16 23 30 07 14
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X_JeJ _ee,i ,oeem eiQeJ i,,,, ,,.,, .....
.XXXXXXXXX>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
• XXX> ..............................
• XXX> ..............................
•XXX> ..............................
.... > >X>>> >>>>> >>>>> >>>>> >>>>> >>>>>
.... > >X>>> >>>>> >>>>> >>>>> >>>>> >>>>>
...... XX>> >>>>> >>>>> >>>>> >>>>> >>>>>
Schedule tasks
Est proj calndar
Scheduler
Assign durations
Scheduler
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ..............................
>>>>> > .............................
>>>>> > .............................
iio.X X_oae .o,lo ,ooIB lJoeo ,,,o_ .....
SPJ - 1
Project Scheduler 4
JOB COLUMN REPORT
PROJECT: Project Management
Demonstration-
CURRENT DATE:
AS OF DATE:
04/01/9d
02/05/90
WBS CODE JOB NAME DURATION
1.0 Review project objectives !6h
2.0 Establish tasks 0d
2.1 List tasks 24h
2.2 Subordinate tasks 8h
2.3 Develop WBS 8h
3.0 Schedule tasks 0d
3.1 Establish project calender 4h
3.2 Assign Duration 16h
3.3 Establish Milestones 8h
3.4 Link Tasks 16h
3.5 Calculate schedule 0d
3.6 Move slack/float 24h
3.7 Calculate schedule 0d
3.8 Adjust schedule 24h
4.0 Assign resources 0d
4.1 List resources 16h
4.2 Establish resource calenders 0d
4.3 Allocate resources to tasks 32h
4.4 Calculate schedule 0d
4.5 Adjust oversched resources 16h
4.6 Level resources 0d
4.7 Adjust schedule & resources 16h
5.0 Measure costs 0d
5.1 Assign resource rates 16h
5.2 Assign other costs 16h
5.3 Calculate overall costs 0d
5.4 Adjust sched & rescr to cost 24h
6.0 Review plan 16h
7.0 Baseline the plan 0d
8.0 Produce planning reports 32h
9.0 Work 0d
9.1 Begin work 0d
9.2 Track progress 80d
9.3 Produce progress reports 640h
9.4 End work _ ...... 0d
i0.0 Deliver 0d
SCHEDULED SCHEDULED
START FINISH
04/04/90 04/05/90
04/04/90 04/04/90
04/05/90 04/10/90
04/17/90 04/18/90
04/12/90 04/13/90
04/04/90 04/04/90
04/04/90 04/04/90
04/10/90 04/12/90
04/10/90 04/11/90
04/10/90 04/12/90
04/12/90 04/12/90
04/13/90 04/17/90
04/17/90 04/17/90
04/19/90 04/24/90
04/04/90 04/04/9o
04/11/90 04/13/90
04/13/90 04/13/90
04/13/90 04/18/90
04/18/90 04/18/90
04/18/90 04/20/90
04/20/90 04/20/90
04/24/90 04/26/90
04/04/90 04/04/90
04/04/90 04/05/90
04/11/90 04/13/90
04/13/90 04/13/90
04/26/90 04/30/90
04/30/90 05/02/90
05/02/90 05/02/90
05/02/90 05/08/90
04/04/90 04/04/90
05/02/90 05/02/90
05/15/90 09/04/90
05/28/90 09/04/90
09/04/90 09/04/90
09/04/90 09/04/90
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Product Reviews--Summary
--INFOWORLD (Feb 20, 1989) / large projects
Reviewed:
* Pertmaster Advance 2.1 ($1,495)
* Primavera Project Planner 3.1 ($2,500)
* Artemis Project 2.15 ($3,500)
* Project Workbench 3.0 ($1,275)
* Open Plan 3.1 ($4,200)
* Qwiknet Professional 1.3 ($1,995)
* Viewpoint 3.1 ($1,995)
Ratings: i. Viewpoint 3.1 @ 7.4
2. Primavera Project Planner 3.1 @ 7.3
3. Pertmaster Advance 2.1 @ 6.6
Comments: The Viewpoint has an optional graphics package
costing $999. The Primavera Project Planner has an optional
graphics package costing $1,500.
I
w
wml
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--BYTE (Nov 1988) / small, medium, and large projects
Reviewed: * Viewpoint 3.0 ($1,995) -
• SuperProject Expert 1.0 ($695)
• Pertmaster Advance 2.0 ($1,495)
• Time Line 3.0 ($595)
• Timepiece 1.3 ($495 i
• Topdown Project Planner 1.01 ($99)
• Instaplan 1.03b ($99)
• Microtrak 1.6 ($595)
• PMS-II 8.1 ($1,295)
• Pro Path Plus i.0 Lvl 26
Ratings: I. Viewp0int_3.0
2. Pertmaster Advance 2.0
($495)
V
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--INFOWORLD (Sept 25, 1989) / small and medium projects
Reviewed: * Harvard Project Manager 3.01 ($695)
* Instaplan 2.0 ($495)
* Microsoft Project 4.0 ($245)
* Project Scheduler 4, 1.5 ($685)
* SuperProject Expert I.I ($695)
* Time Line 3.01 ($595)
Ratings: I.
2.
3.
Project Scheduler 4, 1.5 @ 7.7
Time Line 3.01 @ 7.2
Instaplan 2.0 @ 7.1
Comments: The average number of maximum tasks per project was
approximately i000 (Hi=SuperProject Expert @ 1560, Lo=Harvard
Project Manager @ 280).
--INC. (October 1988) / small and medium projects
Recommended: * Time Line ($595)
* Harvard Total Project Manager II ($595)
* Microsoft Project 4.0 ($495)
Comments: "...selected...for those of you [executives] who
aren't entirely comfortable with new programs."
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Tools Related tO Project Manaaement
• Personal Information Managers
• Single-User Decision Support Applications
• Multi-User Decision Support Applications
• Expert System Tools for Decision Support
• Work Group Schedulers
• Conferencing Databases
• Intelligent PM Tools
Personal Information Managers
• cyclical scheduling
• customizable data forms
• phone dialing
• file viewing
• task tracking
• conflict checking
• global searching
• calculating
• rolodex capabilities
• note management
Chronologlc'$ "Instant Recall,"
IBM'$ "Current"
Section VI- 1
qll
/' Sina c sion SUDDOrt Tool q 
T_lad ])ecki_n_ Facllit_t_! vh Fk_Iihle Temnbt_
- I:_,_#_l pea,dude _ _rvtcm
- hldrNI
- employw _loe
- vendor eelectlon
- Inveidmerdor pdorfly eettlng
- mtxlum of qu41ttaUveand quamRatlvodata
- beJloflngoy_em for mU#ll_e wmtum_
- rationale eeplum
- alternative sppm_:hee for decision n_ddng
(e.g. dechdonmetdcu, Ilmmrprogramming, Monle Carlo eimulatl_)
- _m_t_Ny
- I_ob4billty ¢lkltrlb_don4for Inp_l or output vMlibi4e
_: Sterling Castles' "BestChoice3",
Aplan's "Decision Pad"
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• concurrent recording of thoughts and ideas into
shared workspaces
• anonymous comments and suggestions
• tools for support of different phases of
decision-making:
- brainstorming
- theme analysis ond agenda building
- _ prkx_tu_
- policy formWatlon
- mkeholder identification
r;ziung_: IBM's "Collaborative Management Workshop"
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Section Vl - 2
r
B
.Conflict Manaqement in GDSS
• computer-mediated communication results in greater
expression of affective feelings about the situation
• positions people take in writing are maintained more
rigidly than verbally expressed positions
• computer-mediated communication deemphasizes personal
relationships
• GDSSs equalize member participation
• GDSSs make processes and roles in conflict management
clearer
GDSSs' decision rules can influence the course of a conflict
GDSSs lead to wider exploration of alternatives
LU'EL. Mlam 1 Ik*m,,*qt rl_m_M Illegal laka,,a_llm _
Expert System Tools
fop Decision Su0Dort
Zubumam
- knm ,xt_iclt. ,xheu_o msty_d8o( tk, _uttlo_ deck_ ¢rtted¢ aM poeeJbl,
outcOllt_
- I_u_om_icJly mUects needed InformMion front ¢knb4e4e aM _o
- _ • topl_icatad eat of rulm to reach • decision in • oamp41catedsituation
- c=l_uree and nq_aUm sau,r.. I_nnsn ,xperSse
- tndne novk:eeto uie decision mekkql lur_oo_
/E_LxmUm
- beery trom,4nd Invoeln'Nm(In ,_=erl Idm'dlfkMion; knowkclgo engtnm_lng; oitua(Jon,
¢dlods, aM outoome emdyde; and rule dov_
- cllffteul to apply in o_u_lono with multiple eul0_lve elomome
- nlqukeo updMing If factors dumgo over time
ExamDlol- First Class Fusion's "First Clams Expert System"
Paperback Software's "VP Expert"
Section VI. 3
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Workqroup Schedulers
- facilitate both individual end group scheduling
- provide shared calendars, to-do lists, task managers, and mall
functions
- provide notification if a schedule conflict occurs
- supply templates for 8¢heclule-orlented communication via e-mail
D_d.Y_zzzUlccs
- extra effort required to Input information necessary for group
scheduling
- potential problems of Individual privacy and system security
- difficult to shift all users over to • common application
E_BI]]IZI_: Futuresoft's "Right Hand Man,"
Word Perfect's "Word Perfect Office"
W
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- facilitatse complex computor-conferencing dlecusadone
- allows formation of _lell_ news-nets
- Integrates e-meg and conferenclng functions
- incofporltu full datebs_ capabilities (forms, fields, views)
- enables "hot links" among documents
- provides uzmr suthentk:atlon and access control
- supports multkmedle documents, user teliorable applications
I
m
J
Section VI - 4
J
in Preparation
-F r- r I RFP
• helps make project requirements explicit, consistent,
complete
• aids in determining a reasonable timetable for project
completion
• identifies resources (material and human) essential for
project
• assists in determining both total budget and reasonable
allocations within budget categories
• provides criteria for evaluating competing proposals
Um_L. _ ! _ F.r'd'_='_NII prnlHml =_ ira dm_
m
Potential Liabilities of Usina
• Mn mn I
• vNld ll_klrmlUon mm be hidden In an olec_ronk: _ of dotadied dote
• eoncluml_4 def_md from comptdw aeal_ie m4y be seen u _toly
• dodMon mMam mey foctM morn on tho mty_ of tho pmtocl mnNoew_
Inlom_lon ImmOnted than on b mcttad ooment
• more of umr_ oognitlvo oflo_ maygo _ mutedng the pmieca management
tool tlwn Inlo thkddng about the undedylng ptoJec't
• tho umef ¢mn become an Intorface botween the I_mject _ tool =_1 b
emdmnmenl rather men an _ declelon nulk_
• tim uml' mily deieOlde authority lot making project menagemem de¢llio_ to the
tool, _ io lea with th* _bmly got tho_ dedok_' oemaqu*r_e
• um4r iddiln in nmionlng thrm_h project _m_l mmy utrophy u the tool
tdm over day-to-day opmflon4
• umm may n_ Im oNNibie of recognizing _ omml mmde bY Ih4 tool
• the uo_ miw bo hll_ pre41md Io upklk_ why I oounm o_ aotion rl4omm4mded bY
the tocd wm NieCted over altorm_lvo p_dbllNkm
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Section VI- 5
all
Staqes of ImDlementati0n
1) existing functions are done
more efficiently
2) organizational structures and
work roles shift
3) new functions and activities
emerge
4) the institution's purpose and
goals are transformed
, =¢....... r._-= I .......
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Intelliaent Decision Support
for Pro!ect Manaqement
conventional systems don't "understand" what they are doing
- need an Internal model of activities, resources,
deliverables, and their interrelaUonahips
- require a conceptual model of project management
i
m
mm
m
mm
m
Section VI- 6
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Capabilities of an
Intelliqent, Project Management System
• configuring templates for defining tasks
• providing sets of attributes end relations for configuring types of
template•
• configuring needed entltlss when • functionality Is se.leereel, or
indicating functionalities available for • gwen let ov attributes and
relations
• customlzlng to trade-off between system complaxlty and functionality
• filling In blanks In templates by aggregating loww level deflnltlone
• provldlng tools for browsing proJ,_"t networks
• defining eubnetworks •nd providing •uton_tic horlzontsl and vertlcal
conslstsncy chocklng
w
USER:
SYSTEM:
USER:
SYSTEM:
USER:
SYSTEM:
i USER:
SYSTEM:
USER:
SYSTEM:
Illustrative Dialogue with
An !,nteili.qent System
What tasks have not been started?
(1) Implement module X (2) wtrlto an "instance dumper"
Do anyone else's tasks depend on getting these done?
Yee, without an instance dumpeq' Tom can't finish.
Who Is working on the Inmnce dumper task?
Steve
RequeM an utlmtsd completion date from Steve.
OK.
What Is the Instance dumper?
It Is • partof how the system eaves data.
Section VI- 7
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Complex Project
Manaqement Situations
Large System Development Programs
(integration of several projects into an overall design)
• large number of activities make acquiring current information
Impossible
• several department= Involved;
each with different goals, attitudes, fo¢l
• program requires significant cooperation
(changes made by one department Impact entire program)
• frequent design changes required due to developmental end
technological challenges
• most changes must be approved by multiple managers
m
w
v
m
Plannina for
Complex System Development
• • plans ere not pre_oaclfled, but evolve through nagotlstlone
• activities are executed without fece-to-fece contact
• plans ere necessarily Incomplete, given the large number of
activities
• resouroa ¢onvnltments made by diverse organizations may be
frequently renegotisted
• verloue project personnel need different deecrlpllonulvlswe of
project Information
• to whom negotiated changes are communicated needs to be
_lfied
• the evolution of project definitions and configurations needs to be
tracked
Section Vll - 1
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Advanced Planning Tools
For Complex System Development
• each organizational entity has a mini-project
manager with a local knowledge base and
associated local functionalities
• all these mini-applications Intercommunicate
for generating proposals, communicating
constraints, proposing constraint relaxations,
committing to plans, and querying each
other's knowledge
m
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Computer-Supported
Collaborative Work(CSCW)
• tools that support group processes
embedded in applications software
• early uses in deaign systems,
electronic mail and computer
conferencing, project management,
group decision support
• speech acts, organizational roles,
working relationships
i
W
qV
g
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Rationale
• work Increasingly is dons by teams
• groups often must overcome
barriers of distance and time
• Informetlon technologies are
productive partners
• long-term, complex projects require
a shared institutional memory
The design of CSCW will shape the cognitive,
affective, and ethical quality of work
v
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w
DeveloDino Shared
Mental Models
• organizing the Ideas of a team
• structuring group Interaction and
decision making
• capturing the rationale for a choice
• coordinating team ectivitles
Collaborative Design
mZ_l _1
Section VII - 3
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CoLab
(Collaborative Laboratory)
Xerox Palo Alto Research Lab
Gregg Foster, Daniel Bobrow,
Kenneth Kahn, Stan Lanning,
Mark Stefik, Lucy Suchman,
Deborah Tatar
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Collaborative Processes
In Face-To-Face Meetinqs
• multi-user Interfaces
• What You See Is What I See (WYSIWlS)
• Joint manipulation of physical objects
• sequencing group processes, with
specialized tools for each phase
Idea brainstorming, ordering, evaluating
proposal presenting, arguing, evaluating
w
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Section VII - 4
i
vCoIlaboratinq OesDite Barriers
of Distance and Time
• text sharing
(electronic mall, computer conferenclng)
• project management
(task asslgnment, schedullng, loglstlcs)
• collaboratlve task performance wlthout
face-to-face Interactlon
Organizational Interfaces
Conversational Desktoo
Media Lab,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Chris Schmendt, Barry Arons,
Charles Simmons
Section VII - 5
w
\Technoloav-Mediated
Interactive C:Qmm Jnication
• determining when a command is directed
to the computer
• tailoring actions to the social context
• conducting a dialogue to resolve
ambiguous Input
• inferring meaning from the
conversational situation
B
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Impact Assessment
• forecasting the evolution of a technology
and its social context
• Identifying chains of Interaction between
a technology and its environment
• evaluating the Implications of a
technology's Impact on Its context
• analyzing policy options for dealing with
desirable and undesirable consequences
Section VII - 6
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vIllustrative Potential
Consequences
• a decrease in middle management
• privacy, security, reliability
• balancing direct and virtual interaction
Barriers tO
Computer-Based Pro!ect Manaqement
- those who benefit most from a workgroup
application are not necessarily those who must
do additional work to support the applicetion
- managers have no intuitive experience In using
CSCW applicstions
- enhancing ease of Information Input may be
more Important than facilitating Information
display
- evaluating the costs and benefits of using
CSCW tools is very difficult
Section Vll - 7
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MAKERS OF PROJECT-MANAGEMENT
SOFTWA,qE FOR MULTIPLE PROJECTS
AGS Management Systems
AGS Management Systems specialLz_
project.management systems develop-
ment 880 F_rst Ave., K_ng of Prussia, Pa.
19406 (215) 265.1550/(800) 678-8484/
Fax: (215) 265-1230
A_da Technologies Inc.
Ajida Technologies manuf._eturm |[1M PC
hardware and sol'tware prod.cts for in.
dustrial, er_ne_ri,tg and business applica.
tious. 613 Fourth SL. _,*'tll,_, RO_, Cati[.
95404 (707) r>45.7777/rax: (707) ,575-32 |0
Bechtel Software k¢.
Bechtel Software produces Oracle-based
projcct_.trol _ftwnre. _ C,r_at R,KxH.
Act.n, Mare. 01720 (508) 635-0_380/Fax:
(_0e) 636.o4,58
C__et Auociates International Inc.
Computer Asm_iates [nternationaJ devel.
opt rrutrke_ and supporfa software for *
broil range of compuLer,J_ 1240 McF, ay
Drive, San Joee, Cafif. 95131 (408) 432.
1727/(800) 531-5236/F_u_ (4o8) 432_614
DP! supplies d_u'ibu[_'d proJect-maztage-
ment soluUons [neludb_ dat_ work-
stabon, _phiCS lind developmet_t toob
and lnteg_Uon _evlceL 4400 MacArthur
Blvd. Sudte 800, Newport Beach, C._J/f.
02Q_ (714) 476-1020/FaJc (714)833.7847
Infocrmtio_ Se_c_ Ir_
Diversi/ied IN'ormatio_ Servtces provides
project-m=m_gement sortwm'e and con-
sultiN[ servlc_ 4370 Tuju:m Ave. SOiw
I_0, Studio City, CalL/. 91604 (818) 506-
7265_800) 333- tgqg
In_ Ccqz
L,_z_Pla."_ develOp¢ markets and suppor',a
pmject.numagement product& 665 Red.
wood HiKhvea_, Suite 311, Mill Valley, Ca_-
i[. 94941 (415) 380-1414/(800) 852-7526/
Fa_ (418) 38_
K&H ProCe_o_ _ SePdcH Inc.
K&R Profemto_d ManAgement Servtces
speclali_s In proJect manl4[ement and
perfornumceme_quroment software and
_-,r_e¢ 436 Devon Park Drive, Su_e 000,
Wayne, Pt 10087 (215) _-3500/F=u¢
(215) 293-_23
Ranning _ematl=nal
M_ro _ Intenu=Ue_ud_ m
project._gement softwlffe and eo_l-
sultin¢ 666 Redwood Highway, Suite 311,
Mill Valley. CaUI'. 94941 (415) 788-3024/
Pax: (416)389-8046
Mk=_ Co_
Micrmoft develops, markeu and support=
op_rtr_ lystem& langUageS imd appfi_-
tJona I_OEnm_ 1 MJcr0eoft Way, Red-
mcn_d, Wash. g8052_399 (206) 8820080/
Fax: (206) 880-8101
Po¢4t Manageme_ ,%P_c_m Inc,
A consu]U_g firm, Poc-it Management Set.
and project managemenL 42_ S_mta Mo_-
ca Blvd., Sui_4GO, Sa_ Montca, Calif.
00401 (2 t 3) 393A552./F=U¢ (213) 451.2888
Pov_ Project_ _-
Power Ih_)j_x't Milltitj_!lltq'lll _lW_'i;*li_'_ i.
sulUng. 4275 _xecutJve Square, Suite 800,
1._ Jotla, Calif. 92037 (619) 546-2939/Fu:
(619) 453-?..812
Scit_r is involved in aen_p, ace_ngLneerlng
consulting and proje¢t.ma/'tagement so[t. "
ware applications. 393 Vintage Park
Drive. Suite 140, Fmr_r City, C_. 94404
(415) 570-7700
So,ware _ Coq_
Software Publishing supplies businesa-
PA_E 127
product Jr'lay so_wlu_e for I_M and [BM" Symantec Coq_.
compatible computer=. 100[ Landin_ SyTnante¢ develops _,pp_c_t.ion alsd sy._
Drive, P.O. Box 7210, MOunt_ View, Cal, _m software products for [.BM and Apple
1/. 04039-7210 (41,5) g62-8910 computers. 10201 Torte Ave., Cupertino,
Calla. 95014 (408) 2,53-9600/(800) 626 •
Strateglc Sof'_,a='_ I_ _ 8847 (CaliJ'.)/(800) 441.7234 (ouuide _l-
Su'tt_c Software Ptstu_L,_ develoPs and i/'.)/FL_: (408) 2524694
markets pro_ect-management software
systems and provides t.rzi_n& support Wir_m H. Roet;dte_ &'Assoc.
and con._dti_g =ervlce¢ I Athenaeum St, william H. Roet_eG-_l and Assoc. makes
15d_ Roor s Cambridge, Ma_. 02142 (617) I_rojeet-management, CASE and other
57"7.8800/(800) 777-3282/Tax: (617) 225- softwar_ 3891 Amerlc_n Ave., La Mcs_.
3241 Ctl/f. 02041 (619) 464_)182 1
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ules. Information Manager's biggest
competitors are HyperCard-b_ed or-
ganizers suchas Focal Point [I from
Mediagenic and Hyper-Action from
Multi Solutions. For most medium.
sized projects, these systems work
well. Infon'nation Manager doesn't
start to show its real data-manage-
ment power until it works with a big
and complex project.
Future Projects
The Mac project-managememmar-
ketplace is bound to undergo major
structural changes in the next few
years• Software publishers such as
Symmetry (see "Beta Watch:
KeyPlan" sidebar) will continue to
integrate their foundation products
into a project-management frame-
work. The continued emergence of
database engines, such as ACIUS'
4th Dimension, will also stimulate
the market.
AS developers' tool kits become
easier to use and as Macs find their
place in business, project-manage.
ment products witl become more per-
vasive, building on the Mac's power
and its ability to show complex rela-
tionships graphically.
KenLlndb _ a geners_management caw
sagant Whomrs p_-managmenl sys-
bins daIy andh_ps clents useautomaOonts
manageg_dr busbzessesbeam,.
The Mac project-manaoement market
is currently dNided be_eeo entw-leve!
0utfiners and schedulers and hioh-end
project-trackingsystems.
FastTrackSchedulehas a commanding
lead in the firstcategory It iS the right1ool
for peoplewho manage proiects in which
they own all the resources-- doing con-
suiting, for instance, or implementing
businessplansor eclilorialscl_edulinO.
MacProiect II kicks in when multiple
I I1[
resourcesare used and the comolebon
date is cribcaI, And Micro P_annerand
Proiect_change showtheirvaluein large
organizabonsin which users can justify
consultingand training suwces and +n
whichthe environmentJsa mixed bag of
Macsand PCs.
IntormationManaQerran complement
any medium.to-large.sized prolect in
which a great deal of correspondence.
notes,andproiectinfo,;mation _sthe norm.
-,...._
m
i
i
i
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MocProjectIIgel_a newlookthismonth.
I alsoreview#rogromsthathelpyoubackupyour
harddisk,useMulhFinderevenif youonly
haveIMBof RAM,andgetskinny.
MacProjedII 2.0
In my review of MacProject II from Claris
Corporation (Macworld, August 1988), a
major criticism was that the product didn't
link resources and tasks closely enough. I
complained that if you have one resource,
say an employee, scheduled to work on
two or more conflicting tasks, the pro,
gram would show the conflict, but would
not reschedule the project to relieve it.
MacProject I! version 2.0 corrects this
shortcoming with resource leveling. You
can assign a priority percentage--from 0
to lOO----for each task. If a resource is
scheduled to be used in conflicting tasks,
the resource-leveling utility postpones
some tasks, beginning with those that
have the lowest priority ratings. If you
select Interactive Leveling in the Prefer-
ences box, the program displays a dialog
I[I Irllll [41! _hllrl LII_QU! TOSk _ 011111MI SOIWCn
KATNY iI Ovllr-qltO¢ll|td btlw|lltl _191_ §00 IN _tI_I6S 1700
T_e tQ|k$ erg
O_
o_
tM°...,-'.''.,''''''°°
[ ,.,o,,ch.,q, ! [,j,,.rec.,,_tq { Ilut'a"k'l I
IJecl_rei_t II with Itesoerce|evelMiI
If tie ume reswcesare;e_md _ several#rel-
eers,yN tannts_t timcoeflklby wd_ I_ ietw_c-
the LevelResewtes8ele_box. !_ I_ofrut cou
SU_leSt#_reewaystoreselve_ touglrt:lge_e
Gemje,Ijmre Courier,er StopLevellmlt.TimJtouHxt
tothetwo topr_ I_tms ms re_,el_le
task,t_ t_d I_ttou _s decreoseliraresowces
eHcwLAsyoudickou_ radb IwttN, • _eroue
so/utiou_mrs et t/_/_ttom el t_ m'N_.
by tnwren_eStevens
box with three possible solutions for each
conflict. You can choose to reschedule the
task (MacProject suggests the best date),
decrease the percent of effort by the
resource (for example, decide to use an
employee only half-time on each task), or
substitute a different resource.
Unfortunately, version 2.0 doesn't
correct my second major criticism: it uses
a nonstandard schedule chart that can be
difficult to read with complicated plans.
There are a number of minor enhance-
ments, however, that when added to-
gether, do make the chart easier to read.
For example, critical path activities, which
cannot be delayed without delaying the
entire project, used to be displayed in
bold. Now they also have a drop shadow,
which makes them easier to pick out in
the jumble of activity boxes. You can also
view multiple charts and save that view so
that you can recall the same combination
of windows later. In reduced mode, you
can nov,, cut, copy, paste, and add de-
pendency activities MacProject lI 2.0 costs
$499; you can upgrade from version 10
for $65 or from Apple's MacProject for
$199. If you purchased version 10 after
February 1, 1989, contact Claris for up-
grade information.
In my original review, I summarized
the differences between MacProject [I
and Micro Planner Plus (the other Mac
project planner) as being that MacProject
II was easier to learn and use; while Micro
Planner Plus had resource-leveling ability
and more-readable charts. Now MacProl-
ect I[ has resource leveling; its schedule
chart is at least slightly more legible; an(.!
it is even easier to use and learn with its
spelling checker and Hype_ard-base_
help screens.
MFtauncherII 1.0
It memory limitations keep you frorr
running the applications you want unde_
MultiFinder, MFLauncher 1I from lmpos
sible Dreams Software ($49.95, bundle(
with MFDetective 1.0) can help you bette
organize your RAM. The programs pro
vide charts to show exactly how the Ma_
is using its memory. The main street
shows how much memory is available
You ca.n use that number to determine i
a particular application will fit in memor3
or decide how much memory to allocat.
to your applications.
The MFDetective chart is especial/'
helpful when the problem is not a lack o
memory but fragmentation. For example
if you open three applications, each o
which requires 250K of RAM, one afte
another (we'll call them A, B, and C) an(
then you quit applications A and C, yot
now have 500K of free space. But the fre
space is discontinuous, or fragmentec
(continues)
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i
|ll
Project-management software. Pros: Uses
standard pro]ect.management logic; closely ties
resources and actwtties. Con.*: Dzffictdt to learn;
Mac user interface could be zmproved.
Comgany: Micro P_anmng International
Ll_tprtce: $595. RequLres: 1MB.
6_i Project-management software
_ hetps track large-scale projects
such as publishing a magazine,
building a house, or bringing a new prod-
uct to market. It creates charts to help man-
age and monitor resources, deadlines, and
other aspectsofthe job: it diagrams the
activities that need to be accomplished,
tracks resources to make sure they are not
overutilized, and establishes dates when
the various activmes, as well as the project
as a whole, should start and end.
If you're looking at project-manage-
ment software for the Mac, you have two
choices: MacProject II and Micro Planner.
The first is inexpensive and relatively easy
to learn. The second is more complex and
more powerful, and costs about twice as
much.
With MacProject II, you enter task
names in boxes and join the boxes by
drawing MacDraw style lines to represent
the sequence of tasks. This becomes the
schedule Chart. If you have used other Mac
applications, the process is familiar, and
you'll probably master the program in half
a day or less. With Micro Planner, you input
the data and the program automatically
creates the chart. This process is less intu-
itive, and if you're unfamiliar with project-
management concepts, it wttl take a few _ ] :
days before you're comfortable with it. .
Complex Charts Made Easy "_
Micro Planner has the advantage of
producing more legible charts partly be- _
cause it uses standard project-management _
symbols to represent the relationship be-
tween activities. MacPro)ect lI, by contrast, __j
has only one major logical convention: left-_
most activities must be completed before
activities displayed to their right can begin.
In straightforward sequential projects, that _'_
convention is adequate. Micro Planner's
more advanced logical conventions allow"
you to represent complex relationships that_
are not available with simple boxes and
lines. For example, the three activities re- _
quired to install a sewer pipe might be to
dig a trench, lav the pipe, and close the _.
trench. But it would be a waste of time to W
begin each task only after the preceding
one is completed, because after the trench _
digger has been working only a day or r_
two, the pipe laying can begin, andso on. _)
Micro Planner has symbols to represent
lag- and lead-time activities that can be
combined in complex ways to create these_
staggered structures.
Micro Planner also simplifies diagram_ j
using hammock activities. These span, an_ -
therefore summarize, complex series of W
events for more concise reporting. For ex-
ample, suppose there are ten steps to in- T]
stalling sheet rr)ck, including cutting the
sheet rock, nading the sheet rock, sandin g--
it, and so on. '_bu can specify a hammock
event called "Start Sheet Rock" at the be-
ginning of the process, and at the end _)- ,.m
the process another hammock event called
: =
(¢ont|nues)
Logtc Diagrams _
Micro Planner a-to-_
matzcally dra_ s me
proIect "roaa map "
(called logic d,a_r:m_
or network d,a_rams_
calculates ann d_s-
plays deadhnes and __
resource need_ It ah
SHOWS _bedule
bottlenecks
r
. o j
Reviews
,Resource Analysis
The histograms graphically depict project de.
mands for all resources, showing where demand
for resources _sgreater than the supply (the red
bars indicate demands that exceed supply) so
that users can determine the best use of specific
resources gwen time and budget constraints.
"Finish Sheet Rock:' The program automat-
ically adds up the duration of the events
within the hammock activity You can ac-
cess reports that include just hammock ac-
tivities, and you can also use hammock
activities in allocating resources.
Another advantage of Micro Planner is
that it lets you consider resources such as
employees, machinery, and supplies when
determining the start and finish dates of ac-
tivities. For each task you can specify two
types of resources. Normal resourcesmfor
example, bulldozers or people--are avail-
able each day. Pool resources--such as ply-
wood sheets--are consumed. Each normal
resource can have its own calendar. You
can specify that a bulldozer is onlyavail-
able for this project on Monday through
Wednesday, or that a painter can only work
in the office on weekends when no one
else is there. The program also keeps a
running total of pool resources, taking into
account how much will be used at each
activity and when new resources are ex-
pected to arrive.
Once you input the resources, the
time each activity is expected to take, and
the sequence of activities, Micro Planner
can do either a Forward Pass, which speci-
fies the earliest day the project can be com-
pleted given a specific start date, or a Back-
ward Pass, which gives the latest day the
proiect must be started ff it is to be com-
pleted by a given deadline.
The program can generate a number
of reports and diagrams. The Network Dia-
gram is a graphical representation of all the
activities; the Bar Chart shows activities
along a time scale; the Activity Listing
shows all activities, along with their stop
and start dates; and the Progress Report
compares the actual performance with
projected performance.
Micro Planner is MuitiFinder compati-
ble and can be used on an AppleShare net-
work. It also allows transparent file transfer
with its IBM PC version
Steep Learning Curve
Because prolect management ts a
complicated discipline, it ts natural that a
program like Micro Planner is not easy to
learn. It could be made easier by providing
a more familiar user interface. For exam-
ple, when you input data, you can only
scroll over a limited part of the document
using the scroll bar. Then you have to click
at the side of the screen to move the data
and get more room to scrolL. Also, some
boxes do not have Close or Cancel buttons.
.,-.,.- I-..-,B
.................. vl-.N
L2_., _r. _,*' _ '_,-_ I
Critical Path Method (CPM)
Micro Planner*s color.coded CPM lets you deter.
mine whW.h tasks must be completed immediately
ifa gWen deadhne is to be met (red), which ones
have been completed (blue), and which ones can
be delayed without affecttn 8 the deadline (extra
days are indicated by boxes outlined in green).
And to enter data from an options list, you
cannot just double-click, you must select
the data and press enter.
Steep as it is, the learning curve on
Micro Planner doesn't look so bad when
compared with the majority of project
managers running on PCs, DEC minis, and
IBM mainframes. And Micro Planner can
compete with any other system in terms of
versatility and power._Lawrence Stevens
See Where to Buy for contact information.
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KeyPlan
Managers uncomfortable
with complex project-
management programs
should love this hybrid
outliner/planner.
When we h)okcd at a t_cia vcr_mn
ol Ke)Plan last Ocluber, wc called
it an iniuilive projccl-managcn_ent pro-
gram with a ._lrong cull)net. Kcyl_ian i.,,
now _hipping, and it li_e_ up to exp¢cla-
iiOll_. This ix a good combination uudincr
and project pI;,nncr lhal", ideal ilq" nlan-
ilgerh or t)l;lill)crs who dlill'[ ill_l_d or wahl
Ihe t'onipiuxily ill" IllOr¢-rlow¢rftlI pro-
gl'aills _ll¢II a._ Mau'Proj¢l;l II.
WHII IT II According IO I<¢yPlan'_
docunlenialJon, [he oulliner "aeh like
most olher outlJnJl_g prograin_," lind Ihal's
about all thai il_¢d be _aid dhOtll Ihe Otll-
liner, h hlok_>. I¢c1_. ;il.l'_, aiid Wlllks like
any Mandiild outlining pro_rain.
The project planner J_a Iillle dil'ferent.
though. Driven by the (lutlirlel",i three
levels -- la_k, milc_lone, and _ubplan --
Keyl)l;ii) t.'ail el-elite i)_.'lwiuk diagl';ilil_.
(]anti cllarl_, and pr_ticcl li_l_. Keyllliill'S
network diagrams _,how order oi" preee-
deni.:e, hut no _.{llllnlary ,,lali.qi_n _uch as
nlaft dale or nlack timcn armdisplayed on
the churl. Tlle_¢ slali_l ic_ are reserved for
a win(h)w at Ihe bottonl ()f the screen
called the Task Inlo window. The win-
dow can be "'rotated," to _how the layers
of detail _,upporling the ._uinmary slalis-
tics, or kept at a nominal size to _how only
summary information.
KeyPlan calculates a project's critical
path. The critical path is graphically iden-
lifted by a douhle-lhickness line (or by a
red one on color syslem_,).
Ediling a network diagram makes
good use of the Mac Mterfao:. With that
in!erface, tasks are easily created, de-
pendent ies esiabli._hed, and sclledules ac-
corrlnlodated. KeyPlan is _,nlarl Cllough
to catch dependency conflicts as you
change ta_k_,, ai)d it warlls ytlu when such
clliitlicl_ il_.'ciif. C_qlllicl_ Call ihcll 1_ ad-
justed or overridden.
TO size a network diagram. KeyPlan
uses a unique graphic syslenl !hal depict_
- i iit._
the _,ize and orie_lialion ol,,;hari_,, In es-
_ellce. you vie_ the chalt_ I'rt)m above,
superirnpo,,d on _i ,,iz¢ _ri-d. Thi_ ap-
prnad_ en,,u_e,, ll_;tl you woii'l print
eltatIs thai are llvl big. avid il l¢In you
rcorieill )nur w(uk so you ,..all s_e il ill
lull-,,creen viev, s+
You enter and manipulate overhead
co_i_by u,,ing a di',iii'Icr view, or windo_,.
lllill reneinhlen the [,iM. or labular-dilla,
view, "l'llc ( )_,t.'iiiciitl,, ;itld r e_,illll-i..¢ v h.'Ws
arc u_cd Io _.'lil_.'r Ihc clmlai I_ (_t ;lily lili_O-
ing cohl_Ihal afu I)O1_pccil'ic I. a Mllglo
project. The Resource view call alno l'_
ti_,ed for r¢c0rdii)g dclail_ of cont,_ and
ii]con)¢ al)liCillalcd a_, a resull i_l a proj-
ect. Li,,t_, can be _orted and prirlted for _e-
leclb, e reporting.
Sitling in lhe background, like a walch-
ful e_e, ix tile ha_,e calendar. The base
calendar i_ Ihe lime xysleill frol)t which
all lhc proic_.t linling_ ;ire generated. A
nicely dc,,igned dialog box h.-l_you cus-
Iolllilg for dayn and time. KeyPlan can
plan little in JllCr_li'icill_ olininul¢_, hours,
days, and weeks.
Calculations can run every time a
change is made or can be driven manu-
ally. During calculalion, report-date con-
l'licis call autl_malically 1_ bfotl_hl it) the
_,tlrfac_, the calculation _,m,i'_nded, aild
!he l_rlinenl inftwnmlion di,,played to
help y_lu r¢_,olve tile conflict.
I"o run il manlcr plan, KeyPlan LI_eSa
suhplan scllcmc in wlliuh individual proj-
eels, or _,uhphlns, arc all rolled togcll1_.f
inlo a _,ingle large plan. The linking and
replirling ii_ing suhplans work_,quile well.
You can unc the Sclui_l coillinand h) query
KeyPlan inleraciively, displaying only
those el¢inents ola plan lhal you want to
review, such as tasks wiiil no Float titn¢.
Plan (nelwork), Bar (Ganll), and Graph
VIews Call b_ ailnolated with text. I'rallieS.
or lines lo highlight infornlalion or make
a point. Graphics can al,_o be imported
via the Clipboard. As you would expect
from a Symnlelry product, KeyPlan can
import and export Acia files. KeyPlan
also offers _landard file export to .spread-
sheets and databases.
KeyPlan's printing subsystem is also
pretty ,_mart. Recognizing that compo-
nenls of hlrge plan.,, have go be joined
together when printed, the designers in-
corporated a sy_tenl that leaves an ade-
quate nlargin around each page so thai
niulliplc p;igcs can _ laird tOg¢lhcr
e:,._ily. The printing _>y_tcl)i also allows
you IO po_,ilion the network-diagram
graphics anywhere you want on muhiple
' "REVI
sheets of paper. KeyPtan supports colo_'_O0_6, _a_-'_ _/I
and Po',tScript t'Oillb_ ill
KeyPlan is a nnazzy ',ystem. The on- \ I-
screen pre:,entations are crb.p, the on-line \,_. /
help is helpful,alld the documentation ix (_ c :
good, The program is a great tool for
project inanager_ who want to use a proj- T
ect planner as an adjunct ralher than as the 'I
single poinl of information, planning, and _ -
job iraukmg.
, _............ I ..... : I"'_. .... J
! FlOwehir o FMO IPr_rllm _]$_l,llO
lit
KeyPlanis an outliner-drivenprelect- "-
managementpackage.It's agoodchoicefor
managersandplannerswhowanttowork
quickly.Thelinesin thisnelworkdiagram
indicatedependenciesbetweenihetasks.
KeyPlanissmartenoughtocatchconflicts
andwarnsyouso youcanmaketheneces-
saryadjustments.
]11[ Mn'_M U_ KeyPlan is Flexible
and fa_,i aild should be a hit with project _..
nlallagers and executives who want to F
use their Mac to help them think. With its
ouilming metaphor, KeyPlan doesn't Ill
require the esoteric knowledge of project [
inanagenlenl thai some bigger programs, I
,',uch as Micro Planner, demand. But for i _' ,
serious project management, users will
graviiale Ioward higher-end packages that
offer accounting,, variance reporting, and
stronger information management.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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KeyPlan llftftt
ListPrice:$395.
Publishedby:Symmetry
Software,225E.FirstSt., Mesa,
AZ85203;(602)844-2199.
Version:1,0.
Requires:System602 orlater.
ApplicationSize:685K.
Compatibillly:MacPlusorlater.
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ORGANIZATIONAL TOOLS
MacSchedule
i
Although MacSchedule looks sim-
ple, it has substantial intelligence built
into it, making the creation and main-
tenance of schedules nearly painless.
MacSchedule's main limitation is that
it can produce only Gantt charts, but
that's not too big a problem, since they
are an industry standard and most peo-
ple can understand them intuitively.
MacSchedule is graphics oriented
and always uses the same basic form,
which is then filled in, added to, and
modified as necessary to produce the
schedule you want, When you update,
the same te,';ls you used to create the
schedule are there to heip you change
it.
Projects and jobs _re planned visu-
ally. Tasks or subtasks are listed in the
leftmost column, and you then use the
tools provided to indicate when the
tasks are to occur.
Schedules can be.divided yearly,
quarterly, monthly, biweekly, weekly,
or daily. You can also omit the time
notation to create free-form schedules.
MacSchedute doesn't limit your
plans to your screen size. Quick-acting
horizontal and vertical scroll bars are
provided. If you have a screen larger
than the standard Mac Plus or SE dis-
play, you can enlarge the working win-
dow to use the full area available. If
you then open the schedule on a Mac
with a smaller screen, the wirldow will
automatically resize itself to fit.
The header lines normally show
dates. The four control arrows in the
upper-right corner (next to the Tool:
box) shift the time scales to whatever is
appropriate for your schedule. You
can also paste a graphic into the area
above the task titles. Just keep in mind
that whatever you paste will be scaled
down to fit into that rather small rect-
angle.
The actual task lines are created us-
ing the Toolbox (in the upper-right
corner of each document) and the Op-
tions, Symbol, and Fill menus. The
Options menu lets you control what
your schedule actually shows. You
also use this menu to date-stamp tasks,
QuickClicks
4 file tall ronf _ilgie nplio_] S_lml)ol fill _ J._ l_l
|U i (,omole __ roolbo_ I_ll_
QU Ck Clicks _che_u)e tot 19B9 _LI _ i, _ [r_*
MacUser o_..__2 _ _ a _ • s o '_ _ ,, _ _ ,_ _j_
I
For eech writer
............ I
....................... L_.
add headers, narrow the columns (to
fit more on a given page), and extend
the time line to multiple pages. The
Symbol menu lets you select from a set
of predefined starting and ending sym-
bols. The bottom item on the menu
allows you to create custom symbols
using a FatBits-Iike editor. The Fill
menu gives you a choice of either a
gray or black fill pattern. There is no
color support in this version.
Once you have a schedule, you can
copy, cut, paste; insert, or delete lines
as needed. If your lines are numbered,
MacSchedule will renumber them as
necessary to account for additions or
deletions.
Task bars can be very simple or
quite complex with many overlaid
milestones. The ability to combine
overlay symbols with a variety of fills
makes for great versatility.
Text and titles can be added any-
where you want them. However, each
text string is limited to a maximum of
30 characters, so it's hard to add long
notes without going into another pro-
gram. Text that is placed over the grid
(assuming you've left the grid turned
on) can be hard to read, so MacSched-
ule thoughtfully provides a Clean op-
tion to block out the grid lines behind
text.
The Font and Style menus offer nor-
mal fonts and a limited range o.fstyles
(plain, bold, italic, underline, outline,
and shadow) and sizes (9 to 18 points).
You can also align any text string to
the left or right of its field, or you can
center it in the field.
Schedules can be linked to other
schedules -- particularly useful when
a schedule has more information than
All work in MacSchedule
is done in Ihis basic
screen, which can be
larger than the display.
Taskscanbeshownina
widevarietyo!waysand
neednotbecontinuous,
Thegraphicstoolsat the
upperightallowyoutO
createnearly
presentation-quality
schedules.
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can be conveniently shown on a single
page. MacSchedule lets you structure
the information using a series of top-
down, hierarchical links that the pro-
gram itself creates u,|:!er y_. £' :'_
ance. Linked files are ac_e:;s,:.4 l y
either clicking a t_,_k title _t, move
down to a subordinate schedule) or
clicking the close box (to link up a lev-
el). You can print whole sets of sched-
ules using the Print Nest or Print All
commands. Links can be edited if itec-
essary.
The somewhat restricted format is
both the program's strongest and
weakest point. In its favor, this format
makes for a program that is simple to
learn and use and very powerful On
the negative side, the restrictions may
make the program unsuitable for your
job. MacSchedule may not be perfect,
but it should be considered by anyone
who has to plan and coordinate jobs
and projects.
-- Jake Paden
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Project Management References (Field Related)
--"In Search of Excellence in Project Management" by Dr. Harold
Kerzner. JOURNAL OF SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT (pp. 30-39),
February 1987.
Project Management References (Other)
--"Computer Tools for Project Management" by Peter Bishop.
Draft copy, August 16, 1989.
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